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Abstract
We consider the three lepton decay modes of the proton within the
proton decay interpretation of the atmospheric neutrino anomaly. We
construct higher dimensional operators in the framework of the stan-
dard model. The operators which allow the interesting decay modes
are of dimension 10 involving SU(2)L non-singlet higgs. We show how
these operators can be comparable to the dimension 9 operators. We
then present a simple model which can give rise to the desired proton
decay modes of the right order of magnitude.
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Muon neutrinos produced by cosmic rays in the atmosphere are expected
to be almost twice as many as electron neutrinos (where neutrinos are not
distinguished from antineutrinos). But the results [1, 2] from the two large
water-Cerenkov detectors areRobs/RMC = 0.60±0.07±0.05 from the Kamiokande
experiment [1] and Robs/RMC = 0.54 ± 0.05 ± 0.12 from IMB [2], i.e., the
observed ratio R = N(νµ)/N(νe) is almost half the expected ratio. The ex-
periments look for “contained” events which are caused by neutrinos of en-
ergy below 2 GeV. Although the more popular explanation of this anomaly
is neutrino oscillation [3], there is another explanation in terms of proton
decay [4]. It has been proposed that if proton decays into a positron and two
neutrinos with a lifetime of 4 × 1031 years (this value is consistent with the
present proton decay limit for this decay mode [5]), then the excess “con-
tained” electron events can actually be proton decay events. Since the energy
of these electrons peak around 350 MeV with a distribution ranging up to 1
GeV, the decay mode has to be P → e+νν. We are not interested in neutron
decay since neutron decay events cannot explain the atmospheric neutrino
anomaly; neutron decay events have to have at least two charged leptons and
hence give two leg “contained” events, which have not been observed. The
possibility of the three lepton decay mode for the proton has been discussed
earlier [6, 7], but it is difficult to incorporate this particular decay mode in
those theories [8].
For this mechanism to work in any theoretical model, the main problem
is to have this decay mode with only light neutrinos. In most theories left
2
handed neutrinos are light and right handed neutrinos are heavy. The decay
modes are thus restricted to
P → e+νLνL or P → e
+νL
cνL or P → e
+νL
cνL
c. (1)
These processes require six fermion operators [6, 7, 8] and hence are usually
more suppressed [9] than decay modes of the type P → e+π0 (for which
τP > 5× 10
32 years [10]), which are allowed by four fermion operators. Thus
the next problem is to make (1) more dominate the decay modes.
In this article we study this decay mode in detail. We first make an
operator analysis [8, 11] for (1). We write down the effective operators of
higher dimension n allowed by the standard model, which are suppressed by
M (n−4), where M is the mass scale in the theory, and which depends on the
details of the model. We consider the higgs scalars which break the standard
model, namely, a higgs doublet and a higgs triplet. Although a triplet is
not present in the minimal standard model it naturally exists in left-right
symmetric theories [12].
We construct operators involving only the known fermions and which are
invariant under the standard model gauge group SU(3)c⊗SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y . In
ref [8] these operators (not including higgs scalars) in the formQQQLLL were
discussed. We review these operators in some detail since there are subtleties
that are important. Consider the operator [ψiL
cψjL][ψkL
cψlL], antisymmetric
in [ij], which vanishes if the ith and the jth particles belong to the same
generation. However the operator [ψiL
cψlL][ψkL
cψjL] may be antisymmetric
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in [ij] and non-vanishing for one generation, even though both the operators
look like ψLψLψLψL with two of them antisymmetric. In fact, if A and B
are the same two fields which enter antisymmetrically in an operator O =
[AcB][CcD], then the operator vanishes only when the other fields C and
D are of different helicity from A and B. Otherwise one can always write
another operator O′ = [AcD][CcB] which can be Fierz transformed to a
combination of O and an operator of the form [A¯cσµνB][C¯cσ
µνD], which is
non-vanishing for one generation. This is because
ǫij(ψ
c
iaLψjbL) = −ǫij(ψ
c
ibLψjaL) and ǫij(ψ
c
iaLσµνψjbL) = ǫij(ψ
c
ibLσ
µνψjaL).
We now write the detailed form of the operators and discuss the possibility
of the decay mode (1). We work in the context of conventional models. This
means that the neutrinos are left-handed. In the standard model there is no
right handed neutrino and in left-right symmetric models the right handed
neutrinos are too heavy. The other fields can be either left-handed or right
handed.
There are only four dimension nine operators involving six fermions,
which could allow (1). These are
O1 = (qiαaLcqjβbL)(dγcR
cedR)(lkeLllfL
c)ǫαβγ(τ
Iǫ)ij(τ
Iǫ)kl
O2 = (qiαaLcqjβbL)(dγcR
clkdL
c)(lleLefR)ǫαβγ(τ
Iǫ)ij(τ
Iǫ)kl
O3 = (uαaRcuβbR)(qiγcLcljdL)(lkeL
c
llfL)ǫαβγ(τ
Iǫ)ij(τ
Iǫ)kl
O4 = (uαaRcuβbR)(qiγcLcljdL)(lkeL
c
llfL)ǫαβγ(τ
Iǫ)ij(τ
Iǫ)kl (2)
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where, α, β, γ are SU(3)c indices, i, j, k, ...[I, J, ...] are SU(2)L doublet [triplet]
indices and a, b, c, ... are generation indices. Since by Fierz transformation the
gauge boson mediated operators of type (ψLγµψR)(ψLγ
µψR) are contained in
(ψLψL)(ψRψR) we have not written them separately.
In O1 and O2 the left handed quarks qL have to be up quarks. In all
the four operators the up-quarks are antisymmetric in the SU(3)c index
while symmetric in all other indices so they have to be antisymmetric in the
generation indices. As a result all of these operators can only give rise to
proton decay into charmed mesons, which is kinematically forbidden.
For an antisymmetric combination of left-handed [right-handed] fields to
be non-vanishing, two more left-handed[right-handed] fields are necessary as
discussed earlier. In the present case the neutrino fields have opposite helicity
to the up quarks since (ψL)
c = (ψc)R, (ψR) = (ψ)L and (ψL)c = (ψc)R =
(ψc)L and hence (qLclL
c) = 0. Thus there cannot be any term of the form
(qLclL
c)(lLqL) except the gauge boson mediated ones, which can be Fierz
transformed to the operators we have already listed. Unless one can make a
model which has a light right handed neutrino [8] it is not possible to have
the proton decay mode (1) without higgs scalars.
We now study the higher dimensional operators which are possible with
those higgs scalars whose vacuum expectation values (vev s) give rise to the
decay modes (1). We consider two types of higgs scalars which are non-
singlets under the standard model. One type is the usual SU(2)L doublet
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field φ, which gives masses to the fermions. The other possibility is a SU(2)L
triplet ∆L in addition to φ. This field ∆L is always present in left-right
symmetric theories and can give Majorana mass to the left-handed neutrinos.
The operators without the higgs scalars are of dimension 9 and so this
decay mode is suppressed by a factor M5 in the amplitude where M is the
mass scale in the theory. Thus,
τP ∼ M
10 (3)
and for the experimental value [5], τP ∼ 4× 10
31 yrs, we find M ∼ 106 GeV.
A dimension 10 operator can give rise to these decay modes when the higgs
bosons φ or ∆L acquires a vev, η, say. The amplitude is suppressed by a
factor of M6/η, i.e., the lifetime for the process becomes,
τP ∼
M12
η2
. (4)
For a doublet field η = 〈φ〉 ∼ 250 GeV, while for a triplet field1 it can be
η = 〈∆L〉 = vL ∼ O(1) GeV, which implies M ∼ 10
5, not much different
from the dimension 9 case. Hence these dimension 10 operators can be as
important as the dimension 9 operators; we present below an explicit model
where, with reasonable choices of parameters, such dimension 10 operators
give rise to the desired proton decay mode (1).
We first consider the doublet field φ transforming as (2, -1) under SU(2)L×
U(1)Y . Starting with a dimension 9 operator (such as ψLψLψRψRψLψL) one
1The upper bound on vL ∼ O(1) GeV comes from LEP data [13].
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can contract the SU(2)L index of a left-handed field with that of the φ. Then
one of the remaining ψL has to be replaced by a right-handed field for SU(2)L
invariance. The bilinear forms in any operator can be of the form ψL
cψL,
ψR
cψR, ψLψR or ψRψL. Now if only one of the left-handed fields changes to a
right-handed field then this one, or at least one other left-handed field, has to
be charge conjugated to keep the bilinear form from vanishing. For example,
ψLψL can be replaced by ψRψL
cφ or ψR
cψLφ. This is because the ψL and
ψL
c = ψcR are SU(2)L doublets, while ψR and ψR
c = ψcL are singlets. Since
only a neutral component of φ can acquire a vev, by charge conservation only
a neutrino field can undergo such helicity flip. With this criteria we can now
write down a set of dimension 10 operators involving the higgs doublet φ as
O1 = (qiαaLcqjβbL)(dγcR
clkdL
c)(lmeL
cllfL)φnǫαβγ(τ
Iǫ)ij(τ
Iǫ)klǫmn
O2 = (qiαaLcljbL)(dβcR
clmdL
c)(lkeL
cqlγfL)φnǫαβγ(τ
Iǫ)ij(τ
Jǫ)kl(τ
Kǫ)mn(τ
Kǫ)IJ
O3 = (qiαaLcqjβbL)(qkγcLclmdL)(lleLefR)φnǫαβγ(τ
Iǫ)ij(τ
Iǫ)klǫmn
O4 = (qiαaLclmbL)(qkβcLcqlγdL)(ljeLefR)φnǫαβγ(τ
Iǫ)ij(τ
Iǫ)klǫmn
O5 = (uαaRcuβbR)(dγcR
clidL)(lkeLljfL)φ
†
l ǫαβγ(τ
Iǫ)ij(τ
Iǫ)kl
O6 = (uαaRclibL)(dγcR
cuβdR)(lkeLljfL)φ
†
l ǫαβγ(τ
Iǫ)ij(τ
Iǫ)kl
O7 = (uαaRcuβbR)(qiγcLcljdL)(lkeLefR)φ
†
l ǫαβγ(τ
Iǫ)ij(τ
Iǫ)kl
O8 = (uαaRcebR)(qiβcLcljdL)(lkeLuγfR)φ
†
l ǫαβγ(τ
Iǫ)ij(τ
Iǫ)kl (5)
From these dimension 10 operators it is clear that the higgs φ allows only
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(B − L) conserving proton decays. The SU(2) indices have been contracted
in only one way for each of these operators. There are other operators which
differ in the way the SU(2) indices are contracted. However the main features
of these operators are present in all other operators. In particular operators
O1, O3, O5 and O7 vanish for one generation, irrespective of their SU(2)L
contraction, i.e., these operators do not give the decay modes (1). The other
operators still allow for the decays. Both the operators O1 and O2 are of
the form QQdRLLL¯φ and similarly O
3 and O4 are of the form QQQerLL¯φ;
O5 and O6 are of the form uRuRdRLLL¯φ
†; and O7 and O8 are of the form
uRuRQeRLL¯φ
†. But while On (with odd n) can not give the decay modes
(1), the O(n+1) operators can allow decays of (1).
In the minimal left-right symmetric model [6, 7, 12] there exists a natural
choice of the higgs scalar masses which lets us develop a simple model which
gives one of the decay modes of (1) with the right order of magnitude. The vev
of the right handed triplet higgs field ∆R (1,1,3,-2), breaks GLR ≡ SU(3)c ⊗
SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R ⊗ U(1)B−L to the standard model. From left-right parity
(D−parity) there is a ∆L which transforms as (1,3,1,-2) under GLR. The
standard model higgs doublet field φ transforms as (1,2,2,0) under GLR.
The proton decay modes allowed by the dimension 10 operators can be
mediated only if there exists SU(3)c color non-singlet higgs scalars. These
scalars are present when GLR is embedded in a larger group GPS ≡ SU(4)c⊗
SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R or other larger groups. The field φ belongs to (1, 2, 2) of
GPS, but this does not give correct mass relations [6] and one requires another
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field ξ transforming as (15, 2, 2) under GPS [6, 7]. The fields ∆L and ∆R are
contained in larger representations (10,3,1) and (10,1,3) of GPS. For the
decay mode of the operator O2 we need the SU(3)c color triplet components
of the fields ∆L and ξ, which we represent by ∆
3
L and ξ
3 respectively. Then
the Yukawa couplings
LY uk = fql(qiαLcljL)∆
3∗
α∗IL(τ
Iǫ)ij + fdl(dαiˆR
clidL
c)ξ3
∗
α∗ iˆi
(6)
(where iˆ, jˆ, ... are the SU(2)R indices) and the quartic scalar coupling
Ls = λ∆
3
αIL∆
3
βJLξ
3
γiˆi
ξ1
jjˆ
ǫαβγ(τ
Kǫ)IJ(τ
Kǫ)ij ǫˆijˆ (7)
give the (B−L) conserving proton decay P → eL
+νLνL
c through the operator
O2 (at the level of standard model there is no distinction between the φ and
the ξ1) through the diagram of figure 1. The amplitude for the process is
given by,
A =
λf 2qlfdl〈ξ
1〉
m2ξ3m
4
∆3
. (8)
where, 〈ξ1〉 = 〈φ〉 = 250 GeV. The mass of ξ3 can be as low as ∼ 100 GeV
[6, 7]. Then for a typical value of the quartic and the Yukawa couplings
parameters, λ ∼ 10−2 and f ∼ 10−3, and for m∆3 ∼ 6× 10
4 GeV we obtain
the lifetime for the proton decay in this particular mode (1) to be 4 × 1031
years which can explain the atmospheric neutrino anomaly.
The mass scale m∆3 need some explanation. In theories where left-right
symmetry is broken at a very low energy 2 mR ∼ 1 − 10 TeV, one can
2The lower bound on the left-right symmetry breaking scale comes from the LEP data
to be ∼ 103 GeV [14]
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have m∆3 ∼ 10
4 GeV. Otherwise in theories where the left-right D−parity is
broken spontaneously [15], this scale can have another explanation. In this
scenario the D-parity is broken by the vev of the singlet field η (1,1,1,0),
which transforms under D as η → −η. The scalar and the fermionic fields
transform under D−parity as ∆L,R → ∆R,L and ψL,R → ψR,L, while φ and ξ
stay the same. With the field η the lagrangian now contains terms,
Lη∆ =Mηη(∆
†
R∆R −∆
†
L∆L) + ληη
2(∆†L∆L +∆
†
R∆R)
which can then allow a different scenario for the masses. The masses of the
fields ∆L and ∆R are then given by,
m2∆L = m
2
∆ −Mη〈η〉+ λη〈η〉
2 and m2∆R = m
2
∆ +Mη〈η〉+ λη〈η〉
2
where m∆ is the mass parameter for ∆L,R and generates the left-right sym-
metry breaking. One can now fine tune parameters to get a solution
〈η〉 ∼ 〈∆R〉 ≫ 〈∆L〉 and Mη ≈ m∆R ≈ 〈∆R〉 ≈ m∆ and m∆L ≪ 〈∆R〉
We can thus have m∆3 ∼ m∆L ∼ 10
4 GeV, even when 〈∆R〉 is as large as
1010 GeV.
For completeness we shall now write down the operators in the presence of
the triplet higgs scalar ∆L which transforms as (3, -2) under SU(2)L×U(1)Y .
These are given by,
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O1 = (uαaRcuβbR)(dγcR
cedR)(lkeLllfL
c)ǫαβγ∆
I
L(τ
Iǫ)kl
O2 = (uαaRcuβbR)(dγcR
clkdL
c)(lleLefR)ǫαβγ∆
I
L(τ
Iǫ)kl
O3 = (uαaRcebR)(dβcR
cuγdR)(lkeLllfL
c)ǫαβγ∆
I
L(τ
Iǫ)kl
O4 = (uαaRclkbL
c)(dβcR
cedR)(lleLuγfR)ǫαβγ∆
I
L(τ
Iǫ)kl
O5 = (uαaRclkbL
c)(dβcR
cuγdR)(lleLefR)ǫαβγ∆
I
L(τ
Iǫ)kl
O6 = (uαaRcebR)(dβcR
clkdL
c)(lleLuγfR)ǫαβγ∆
I
L(τ
Iǫ)kl
O7 = (uαaRcebR)(qiβcLcqjγdL)(lkeLllfL
c)ǫαβγǫij∆
I
L(τ
Iǫ)kl
O8 = (uαaRclkbL
c)(qiβcLcqjγdL)(lleLefR)ǫαβγǫij∆
I
L(τ
Iǫ)kl
O9 = (qiαaLcljbL)(dβcR
cuγdR)(lkeLllfL
c)ǫαβγǫij∆
I
L(τ
Iǫ)kl
O10 = (qiαaLcljbL)(dβcR
clkdL
c
)(lleLuγfR)ǫαβγǫij∆
I
L(τ
Iǫ)kl (9)
These operators can give many possible diagrams which will allow three
lepton decay mode of the proton which can explain the atmospheric neutrino
problem. The first two operators O1,2 has a antisymmetric combination of
two u′s, which gives charmed meson decay modes for the proton. All the
remaining operators can, in principle, give rise to the desired decay modes
of the proton (1).
To summarize, we have given an operator analysis for the three lepton
decay mode of the proton. The proton decay process which can explain
the atmospheric neutrino problem is not allowed by dimension 9 operators.
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This is allowed when a SU(2)L doublet or a triplet field acquire a vev, which
requires dimension 10 operators and sometimes can be comparable to dimen-
sion 9 operators. We write down a set of possible operators which can give
this proton decay mode. In particular a left-right symmetric model which
can allow this proton decay mode with an amplitude of right magnitude for
a natural choice of the parameters.
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Figure Caption
Figure 1 Diagram giving P → eL
+νLνL
c.
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